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Superbly restored 1955 Alfa Romeo 1900 CSS among the early consignments for 

Worldwide’s Pacific Grove Auction on the Monterey Peninsula 
 
 

Auburn, Indiana. May 2019. Hot on the heels of a period of major expansion and company-
wide relocation to an imposing new 30-acre campus opposite the Auburn Auction Park in 
Auburn, Indiana, Worldwide is gearing up for its annual Pacific Grove Auction on the 
Monterey Peninsula, scheduled for Thursday, August 15th. Among the early consignments is 
a superbly restored 1955 Alfa Romeo 1900 CSS with Coachwork by Touring, a NARDI 
optioned and very desirable third series 1900 with dual Weber carburetors. Other significant 
European sports cars in this year’s line-up include a 1957 Mercedes-Benz 300SL Roadster…… 
.  
Consignments of high-quality motorcars or collections are still invited and can be discussed 
directly with any of Worldwide’s Specialists at 1.260.925.6789 or initiated at 
consign@worldwideauctioneers.com.  
 
“We look forward to welcoming friends and customers back out to Pacific Grove in August 
for another outstanding event at a venue now widely acknowledged to be one of the 
finest on the Monterey Peninsula,” said Rod Egan, Principal & Auctioneer.  The Pacific Grove 
Auction enjoys the best views in town, with the 2019 event again set to be staged in the 
spectacular ocean side setting of the Pacific Grove Golf Links, adjacent to the famous 17 
Mile Drive and perfectly positioned at the tip of the Peninsula for both Monterey and Pebble 
Beach. The sale starts at 5pm on Thursday, August 15th, 2019, with auction preview days 
scheduled from 9am Monday, August 12th up until the sale itself.  
 
 Along with The Pacific Grove Auction, Worldwide’s annual schedule includes The 
Scottsdale Auction in Arizona in January, The Texas Classic Auction in April and The Auburn 
Auction, held during Labor Day Weekend in Indiana, as well as stand-alone auctions of 
significant private collections. This year’s 12th annual Auburn Auction is a two-day sale, 
scheduled for August 30th and 31st at the company’s new global headquarters, located 
directly opposite and within walking distance of the Auburn Auction Park. The recent move 



also facilitated a massive expansion of Worldwide’s private sales division, with the 
introduction of a dedicated physical and virtual showroom, The Salon. In addition to the 
acquisition and sale of classic automobiles, Worldwide Auctioneers offers an extensive 
range of personalized services to the serious collector, including appraisal, collection 
direction and consultancy, estate planning and asset management.  
 
Visit worldwideauctioneers.com and Worldwide Auctioneers’ social media properties for 
ongoing consignment and event news or call 1.260.925.6789 or 800.990.6789. 
 
 


